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Return of the ‘Wooden Wonder’
After thousands of hours of restoration work over the last eight years by
Avspecs, the first public display of de Havilland FB.26 Mosquito KA114
was a major event for the New Zealand warbird scene. The restoration has been
a mammoth task, with multiple challenges to overcome and there are many who
said, “it cannot be done”. Through the determination of owner Jerry Yagen,
restoration experts Warren Denholm and Glyn Powell, and the dedicated team
at Avspecs, the aircraft has returned to the sky amidst much popular fanfare.

Under the expert guidance of Dave Phillips and Keith Skilling, KA114 took
to the air on 27 September 2012 for the first time since 1945. Just two days
later, Dave and Keith performed exhilarating displays of the Mosquito at an
Ardmore Airshow, put on especially to celebrate the restoration and allow the
public to see the aircraft in the air before it heads offshore. Warbird enthusiasts
from all over the world arrived at Ardmore for this very successful event which
was also attended by KiwiFlyer Contributors Gavin Conroy and Chris Gee.
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The successful mission
Not what you expect to see fly past while having lunch up the Sky Tower. Brett Emeny’s DH.115 saw 258 prisoners escape
to produce the finished
Vampire accompanies its older sibling on a flight across Auckland City. Gavin Conroy photograph.
aircraft. The aircraft
although unfortunately
was extremely light, could sustain severe battle damage, and have
102 inmates were killed by the bomb damage or shot by German
repairs carried out at forward operating bases. The aircraft was
soldiers. Fifty guards were killed and one Mosquito was shot down
fast, manoeuvrable and could deliver a punishing blow, commonly
with the loss of both crew.
armed with four 20mm Hispano cannons, four .303 Browning
The last official European war mission was on 21 May 1945. The
machine guns and a payload of up to 2000 pounds of bombs or
Mosquito was a major contributor to the Allies’ victory in Europe,
rockets.
with the Mosquito increasing German night-fighter losses so badly
The de Havilland Mosquito was converted into many different
that the Luftwaffe is said to have awarded two victories for every
variants and carried out numerous roles in WWII, performing
one Mosquito shot down.
medium bomber, tactical strike, anti-submarine, anti-shipping,
night fighter, reconnaissance and battlefield air-interdiction
Acquiring KA114
missions. Initially developed in some secrecy, the existence of the
Built at the de Havilland factory in Toronto, Canada, KA114 first
Mosquito was announced on the BBC Home Service radio after
flew in early 1945, too late to see active service, and was delivered
the controversial Oslo Mosquito Raid of 25 September 1942, an
straight into reserve storage. It then spent three months with the
attack on Gestapo HQ in Norway that left 80 civilians dead and one
Royal Canadian Air Force’s 7 OTU (Operational Training Unit) in
Mosquito destroyed.
Nova Scotia before entering storage after WWII in Alberta. KA114
The aircraft has a firm place within the tapestry of our nation’s
was fortunate to avoid being scrapped. Purchased by a Canadian

Warren Denholm, owner of Avspecs, whose team
restored KA114 over an 8 year period.
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Glyn Powell, whose vision started the project, built
all of the wooden wing and fuselage structures.
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Proud owner of KA114 Jerry Yagen, founder of the
Military Aviation Museum at Virginia Beach.
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Gavin Conroy

de Havilland FB.26 Mosquito KA114 formates for Gavin Conroy’s camera in the skies above Ardmore

its wings needed to be trimmed with a chainsaw to fit it into
the container, which must have been a difficult choice to for all
concerned to make.
The relationship between Warren and Jerry had been solidified
through the restoration of a Curtiss P-40E Kittyhawk in 2003, with
Jerry finding the workmanship carried out by Warren’s team to
be of an exemplary, world-class standard. The pair had discussed
the possibility of future restoration projects together, and, finding
inspiration in Glyn’s passion for a Mosquito restoration, these three
incredibly determined and resourceful people came together to
work on a project that would come to captivate one of the worlds
most vibrant and successful warbird scenes.

farmer in 1948, it stayed on a farm in Alberta, where it deteriorated
until 1978 when it was transferred to the Canadian Museum of
Flight and Transport. Unfortunately the aircraft suffered more
damage, literally falling into two pieces while being loaded onto a
trailer for the trip to the museum in Vancouver.
Many years later, in a workshop at Drury, near Auckland, Glyn
Powell began an attempt to restore a Mosquito T43. Although
using wood in the airframe had been a brilliant idea during WWII,
these airframes were not built for longevity, with deterioration of
the wood and break down of the glues and fabric taking its toll
on the parts of the aircraft that remained. It became obvious that
re-producing the wooden airframe would be the most uniquely
challenging aspect of restoring a Mosquito. Glyn wanted the work
to be done using the original specifications, but using modern glue,
fabric and other materials that would help his Mosquito stand up to
the test of time. He enlisted the services of a boat builder to help
produce moulds for the fuselage, as well as build the wings and tail
section.
Inspired by Glyn’s work, Warren Denholm, managing director
of Avspecs, and Jerry Yagen, the founder of the Military Aviation
Museum at Virginia Beach (www.militaryaviationmuseum.org is well
worth a look), saw a great opportunity to take up the challenge of
returning a Mosquito to the skies. Glyn knew of the incomplete
airframe in Canada, and Jerry financed him to fly over to have a
look at it. Following Glyn’s advice, and without having set eyes on
the airframe himself, Jerry Yagen purchased KA114 in 2004 and
had it shipped over to Avspecs in New Zealand. Unfortunately

Once the remains of the airframe arrived in New Zealand,
the Avspecs team unloaded the aircraft and set about removing
all of the useable parts and fittings. Although the woodwork
was in terrible condition, most of the metal parts could be used
again. Alternatively patterns could be drawn up from damaged
components to produce new ones. This was easier than starting
from scratch, especially when the plans were extremely hard to
come by. The project was slow to get going initially due to the wood
that was required to build an airworthy machine being very hard to
source. After a worldwide search a suitable supplier was eventually
found and the project picked up pace.
It took Glyn just under three years to build the wooden wing and
fuselage structures from scratch and the aircraft was then handed

In the Avspecs hangar, circa 2008 with KA114 beginning to look and feel
like the aircraft it will become as the project steadily progresses.

Room for a crew of two in the Mosquito cockpit which saw service in bomber,
fighter, pathfinder, strike, photo reconnaissance and transport roles.

The Restoration Process
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over to Avspecs at Ardmore for fit-out and completion which was
a huge job indeed. The team there had been restoring hydraulic and
electric systems, making pipes, and constructing new cowlings and
other parts that would be required. The cowlings were fabricated
by a team of four lead by Derek Smith, and were particularly
challenging, with hundreds of hours spent building the complete
set for both engines.
A multitude of new parts were going to be needed, as the
aircraft had no engines or undercarriage, along with many other

worked almost exclusively on KA114 since its arrival at Avspecs.
“When you look in the cockpit it is amazing how much of it came
directly from KA114; the throttle quadrant, control column, and
more are all original. We didn’t have the original radios but Charles
Darby had some, although none of the aluminium trays that the
radios sit on. They are very difficult to source these days.” said
Andy, adding that “Fortunately the original radio trays were still in
KA114 which is rare as a lot of that stuff normally sells well at the
scrap yard.”
After years of tireless
effort by the Avspecs
team working through
each of the aircraft’s
systems, by the beginning
of 2012 things had
progressed impressively.
The wheels would go
up and down, some
electrical systems were
working in the cockpit,
and the cowlings and
other sheet metal work
were moving along well.
Warren predicted that the
aircraft would fly in the
third quarter of 2012,
but of course he did not
yet have a specific date
in mind. Warren’s friend
Peter Fahey came up with
the idea of having an
airshow at Ardmore to
celebrate the Mosquito’s
Chris Gee
return to the sky before
it would be shipped to
KA114 during a cruise power (still at 300mph) fly-past at the Ardmore ‘Mosquito Launch Spectacular’ Airshow.
the USA to join Jerry
items that were extremely difficult to locate. Jerry’s talent finding
Yagen’s collection in Virginia Beach, and eventually the date of 29th
rare parts was illustrated when he secured a brand new pilot seat,
September was set.
with the maker’s tag still attached, via an internet auction site.
The team started working longer hours and sometimes seven
Two former RNZAF Merlin 25s complete with genuine engine
days a week, with a few extra pairs of hands brought in, to ensure
mounts were found in Australia, and were purchased for the
they would have the aircraft completed and flying on time, with
project. These were sent to California to be restored by Vintage
Warren as project manager ensuring that all the parts were ready
V-12s. Each is rated at 1610hp at 3000 rpm.
when required, as well as tested and built to the highest standards. It
The propellers, overhauled by Safe Air near Blenheim, presented
would soon be time for painting.
another challenge to the team. They only had one original Mosquito
Choosing a paint scheme for any aircraft is a difficult task and
propeller blade, the other five being cut down Lancaster propeller
various different ideas were thrown around before a 487 Squadron
blades.
RNZAF colour scheme was finally chosen. Andy spent many
Many other New Zealand based companies have helped to
hours researching this colour scheme and its correct camouflage
make components like radiators and fuel tanks. The significant
placement. Then on August 8, 2012, the aircraft was towed across
task of making radiators (none had been produced since Mosquito
Ardmore Airfield for the painting to begin. It was the first time
production ended) was taken on by Replicore, a company already
KA114 had travelled more than just a few feet since arriving. The
experienced in fabricating aircraft radiators such as for the P-40
aircraft’s painting was the culmination of a huge amount of work
series of fighters. The Mosquito radiators were totally different
by the team at Airspray Ardmore Limited. It was expected to take
however and following hundreds of hours of research and
up to a month to paint the aircraft but a team of five, lead by Roy
painstaking work, the end result is stunning.
King, got the job done in less than 11 days, working 10 hours per
The Mosquito used a complex hydraulic system, which was
day to complete what turned out to be a magnificent paint job.
another huge challenge to replicate. Paul Levitt took responsibility
Once the aeroplane was towed back to the hangar the team
for this and, not prepared to use original piping due to potential
finished off a huge amount of smaller jobs, including the addition
failures from old stock, spent over a year making new piping for the
of four machine guns and the fitting of four 20mm cannons under
hydraulic system.
the nose, complete with original ammo boxes. The first flight was
Avspecs engineer Andy Hosking (an absolute perfectionist)
getting near.
was responsible for the entire cockpit fit-out and detailing and has
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The Flight Test Regime

September 19 would see a major milestone passed with the first
starting of an engine.
Apart from a couple of minor fuel leaks the engine ran sweetly.
The leaks turned out to be just two loose bolts, and were fixed
quickly. On September 20 the aircraft’s weight and balance was
checked and on September 21 the right hand engine was started
successfully. September 23 saw both engines running, the chocks
removed and Warren taking the aircraft for its first taxi. Everything
went fine and after a short taxi he stopped at a holding point and
ran the engines up to 2700 rpm and 6 psi of manifold pressure.
The noise was deafening but demonstrated that the aircraft wanted
to fly. September 24, 25, and 26 were very busy for the team as it
took the CAA two full days to do all of the inspections. Work was
progressing well on the cowlings, radios were operational and the
gear doors, freshly returned from the paint shop, were installed
and checked. Following sign off and the issue of a Certificate of
Airworthiness the only thing left to do was fly it!
Jerry Yagen arrived into New Zealand just in time to see his
aircraft take to the air on the 27th of September. When he saw
the aircraft in its completed state he said “This is why I get aircraft
restored in New Zealand, the workmanship is outstanding and
nobody does it better than the Kiwis”. Warren invited him into the
cockpit for a look, and soon after he was treated to a double engine
run, the first with the full set of cowlings fitted.
The Mosquito was airborne for the first time about an hour
later under the command of Dave Phillips, with Warren Denholm
as the other crew member, accompanied by the T-28 Trojan chase
plane flown by Rob Silich with photographer Gavin Conroy on
board. On the ground a large crowd had gathered and the Mosquito

roared into the sky accompanied by cheers and clapping from the
onlookers. The Mosquito looked great as it took off and began to
catch up with the Trojan. Carrying out his duties as the chase pilot,
Rob flew the Trojan directly under the Mosquito to check the doors
had closed properly as well as checking for any fluid leaks, but all
was well. The aircraft was flown at different speeds and different
configurations with flaps up and down, undercarriage checks were
performed along with the confirmation of many other systems.
The aircraft landed at Auckland International Airport 45 minutes
later and apart from an issue with the airspeed indicator the flight
was a total success. Whilst at Auckland Airport there was a crew
changeover and Keith Skilling got his turn in the cockpit, flying it
for 30 minutes before returning to Auckland International. Dave
Phillips and Warren then took off and landed back at Ardmore
a few minutes later. Auckland International had been chosen
to operate the aircraft from initially due to its longer and wider
runways. The test flight had brought a couple of small issues to
attention, though these were easy to rectify. The next day the newly
painted cowlings were installed and another successful day of test
flying carried out.
The Airshow

The media and enthusiast hype that surrounded the first
public display of de Havilland Mosquito KA114 was intense, with
thousands of people converging on the usually calm airfield from
across the globe. Under the expert command of Dave Phillips and
Keith Skilling the aircraft performed three displays at the airshow,
much to the delight of the crowd, and especially the restoration
team, who put so much hard work into the project over so many
years. Performing alongside a plethora of other classic aircraft

Would you like to see something different in KiwiFlyer or perhaps contribute yourself ? Email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz with your ideas.
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(see photo essay in this issue of KiwiFlyer), KA114 was the star
KA114 to the air, and to thank all those involved. Several of the
attraction, the one everybody had come to see. The sound of those
former WWII Mosquito aircrew were in attendance, and it was a
twin Merlin engines tearing up the sky as she passed overhead was
very special time for them as many had not seen a Mosquito since
exhilarating, initially leaving both the crowd and commentators
WWII and were deeply grateful to have been able to again see
in a stunned silence until cheers and clapping burst forth. There
one in the air. With the last flyable Mosquito destroyed in a fatal
were several Veteran Mosquito pilots in
accident at an airshow in the UK in 1996,
attendance at the show, seated comfortably
this was a day that many thought they would
in their own VIP area. Many of them were
never see, let alone here in New Zealand.
visibly in tears as the thundering flybys
Following the airshow some other
of the aircraft brought back long distant
finishing jobs were attended to, including
memories.
the time consuming job of adding dozens
Keith flew the first two flights with
of decals onto the aeroplane, as well as
Dave in the right seat, then they swapped
further detailing on the inside and outside
positions for the last display. These final
of the aircraft. Now the work begins on
passes were quite special as KA114 flew
dismantling KA114 so it can be shipped
in formation with a DH Vampire, its
out to Jerry Yagen’s Military Aviation
subsequent replacement in the fighterMuseum at Virginia Beach in the USA.
bomber role, and then two passes leading
Due to the size of the aeroplane a few
a Spitfire, Mustang, and Kittyhawk. With
options are being looked at to get it to the
Dave and Keith having only spent a few
US safely. The main wing and fuselage can
hours in the air with KA114 before the
be separated but shipping containers are
display, she was handled with great respect
still the same size as the ones that bought
during a routine that was both gentle and
KA114 to New Zealand originally, and
dramatic. After the airshow, Keith exclaimed
unlike the last time it was shipped, there
“That is the best restored aircraft I have
is no way that the wings will be cut off
ever seen and had the honour to fly. The
with a chainsaw to get everything in! Once
aircraft handles well, much like a DH
the Mosquito safely arrives in Virginia the
Chris Gee
Devon, it is indeed a pleasure to fly and nice
Avspecs team will be there for reassembly
A magnificant sight and sound. We can be very
to have on one’s logbook”.
and test flying.
proud of our NZ warbird restoration capabilities.
Between them these pilots have an
extensive amount of flying experience. Keith Skilling flew Bristol
More Mosquitos
Freighters, C-130H Hercules with the RNZAF, and has also test
KA114 is the only Mosquito flying out of a total of 7800 built
flown many of the aircraft that have been restored by Avspecs over
but fortunately this won’t be the last time we see one here in NZ.
the years. He is best known for his time spent with the Brietling
Now that Glyn Powell has mastered the moulds and the Avspecs
Fighters display team flying the FG-1D Corsair, which is a type he
team have KA114 under their belts, it will be easier to produce
still regularly flies here in New Zealand. Dave flew A-4K Skyhawks
more, and there are rumours they have been contracted to build
with 75 Squadron RNZAF before becoming a Senior Captain
another two aircraft, one of which will remain in New Zealand.
with Cathay Pacific. The fast jet experience was something Dave
The story of de Havilland FB26 Mosquito KA114’s return to
missed so he bought a Hawker Hunter and is well known for his
the air is set to remain one of the highlights of the decade for many
spectacular displays at airshows around New Zealand. He has
aviation enthusiasts here in New Zealand. KiwiFlyer congratulates
become legendary for the versatility and airmanship shown during
Jerry Yagen, Glyn Powell, Warren Denholm and the entire Avspecs
his Tiger Moth displays and most recently test flew Bill and Robyn
team on a job well done, and the organisers of the ‘Mosquito
Reid’s Mk 1 Anson in Nelson.
Launch Spectacular’ airshow at Ardmore Airport on an extremely
A dinner was held following the show to celebrate the return of
successful event.

In 20 years of service, the P92 worldwide fleet now stands at nearly
2000 aeroplanes in both ULM/LSA and VLA categories.
Fly TECNAM and join thousands of other satisfied aircraft owners.
Tecnam pedigree, warranty, and after sales service are second to none.

Contact us today:
09 298 9144
021 832 626
info@tecnam.co.nz
www.tecnam.co.nz
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Chris Gee

Test pilots Keith Skilling and Dave Phillips shake hands with veteran Mosquito aircrew at the end of the airshow.
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Flying the Mosquito
ABOUT 20 years ago Glyn Powell told me
that he was going to build a Mosquito. He
said he knew people thought he was mad
but said he had the time and the passion
to complete the task. My initial reaction
was somewhere between admiration and
scepticism but all coupled with the hope
that it would all come to fruition one day. I
didn’t doubt his tenacity. I just thought the
project would become overwhelming.
As I stood beside him while Warren
Denholm started the port Merlin for the
first time he said to me, “people have
almost stopped laughing now”. They
certainly have and as I wander through the
various rebuild facilities in Auckland and
see more Mosquitos being built, I also see a
huge testament to Glyn’s perseverance and
conviction. Glyn’s patience is even more
admirable when one considers how little
support he and Warren received from their
visits to British Aerospace and DH Support
in England. Anything with ‘Mosquito’
written on it was ‘unobtainable’.
As a youngster at Taieri airfield many
years ago, I would gaze out of my bedroom
window at the ex RNZAF Mosquitos lined
up outside waiting for disposal. Maybe that
is where the infatuation started, or maybe
like everyone else, the more I read about
this magnificent aeroplane over the years,
the more I grew to appreciate it. Everything
I had read on the Mosquito was about
what a wonderful aeroplane it was, so I was
unprepared for what I found as I delved
deeper.
Dave Phillips had been preparing the
data for the test flying of Jerry Yagen’s
Mosquito for a couple of years and
had discovered some quite disturbing
comments regarding poor single engine

performance, structural
weaknesses and control
flutter. I came into
the project several
months prior to the
first flight and together
we started going
over every piece of
information regarding
flying the Mosquito
that we could find.
Fighter Bomber configurations included the usual fixed armaments of four
Old test flight reports, 20mm Hispano Mk.II cannons in the fuselage belly and four .303 (7.7 mm)
magazine articles,
Browning machine guns mounted in the nose.
countless Mosquito
enough to have an engine failure on
books, and pages of accident reports
take-off. The single engine safety speed
were devoured until we thought we had
according to ‘pilot’s notes’ is around
a pretty good appreciation of flying the
190mph, and with lift off at around
aircraft. One vivid report was from an
120mph, there is quite a ‘graveyard gap’!
Israeli pilot who went to England to pick
Sadly also there are numerous reports
up a Mosquito and stumbled on a hangar
of Mosquito pilots getting too slow on
full of Mosquitos up on trestles with their
approach with the inevitable loss of control
undercarriages missing, apparently due to
and fatal results.
collapses caused by uncontrolled swings on
We agreed that a significant amount of
take-off and landing. I was also surprised
taxi and ground handling time was required
to find that Dave had discovered three ex
prior to the first flight, so we each spent a
Mosquito pilots with very lucid memories.
lot of time practicing this - time very well
George Aird and Peter Henley, both ex
spent. We were helped by the excellent New
BAe test pilots, and George Stewart, a
Zealand built radiators that showed no sign
WWII Mosquito pilot who also went on
of overheating, regardless of the power
to train Chinese pilots onto the Mosquito.
settings and weather conditions. George
They were all very willing to pass on their
Stewart had suggested a take-off technique
experiences, which proved invaluable.
that he had used when teaching the Chinese
It soon became apparent that most
pilots to fly the Mosquito. Selecting zero
of our potential problems would revolve
boost on the brakes prior to releasing them
around ground handling, particularly with
ensured a reduced time to safety speed and
swing, not helped by a fully castoring,
more importantly, no swing, an excellent
unlockable tail wheel. I understand a tail
suggestion that we have adopted with great
wheel lock was considered but rejected
success.
because of fuselage strength issues. The
Like Dave, I have flown several first
second problem area would be single
test flights of aircraft out of Avspecs
engine handling should we be unlucky

Mark Tantrum
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that have been built under the guidance of
Warren Denholm and his team, so I had
absolutely no concerns about engineering or
airworthiness. Glyn had also used the very
best of wood products and excellent modern
glues, so structural integrity was not an issue.
I am quite familiar with Merlins and the
aircraft seemed surprisingly simple to operate
being basically a two engined Spitfire. All that
was left now was to go and fly it.
For added safety on the first flight we
elected to have a chase plane, a T-28 flown
by Rob Silich, and the first landing would be
at Auckland International for extra runway
length and extra facilities. Dave had the
honour of the first flight from Ardmore.
Apart from a static leak giving unreliable
airspeed (the T-28 was fortuitous), the
aircraft performed very well. Dave’s grin on
arrival at Auckland said it all. My turn next.
What a huge thrill it was to open up the
two Merlins to +13 the first time. It is a
wonderful noise experience sitting six feet
behind a Merlin at full power, but sitting
between two of them is truly incredible.
The Mosquito flew beautifully straight out
of the hanger and it was everything I had
imagined; stable, responsive, plenty of
power, excellent visibility and very reliable.
What a machine to go to war in! All of the
performance figures were as good, or better
than predicted, a testament to the superb
accuracy of the rebuild. Apart from a few
minor instrument problems the aircraft has
performed flawlessly in the 8 hours it has
flown as I write this.
After getting comfortable in the aircraft
and taking it through a fair proportion of
the test flight regime, Dave and I displayed
it at Ardmore for a “Mosquito first flight”
airshow. We limited ourselves to a maximum
of 300mph and cruise power (any more
power would have had us exceeding 300mph)
and nothing approaching a wingover, very
tame by both of our standards. Even with
this mild regime the Mosquito still created an
incredible impression.
I still can’t believe that so many people
came from all over New Zealand and
Australia just to see the Mosquito fly. Roads
were jammed for miles around Ardmore and
sadly a lot of people did not even get inside
the gates, such is the aura surrounding this
aircraft.
Thank you very much Jerry and to all
involved, it has been a huge thrill and honour
to be involved myself. And please Jerry - can
I do a few rolls and loops? After all it does
have ‘fighter’ in its name.
			Keith Skilling
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Following 8 years of restoration, de Havilland FB.26 Mosquito KA114 takes to the sky above Ardmore in September 2012.

Photograph by Gavin Conroy.
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